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Layer, after layer, after layer, after layer ……..  
Sander Reijgers is fascinated by the material and the act. Unstirred, he applies the layers of paint and 
is only limited by time (the paint has to dry interim) and by the shape the paint takes.  
Reijgers patiently follows this process and is almost subject to his own work. The paint follows the act 
and the paintroller with which it is applied. Very organically, apparant monochrome compositions 
arise, which closely show their rich tints, because underneath the upper layer, countless other layers 
appear. They are partly visible because of the wholes the paintroller left on the canvas. Moreover, 
the structure of the canvas competely and autonomously arises out of the endless repetition of the 
act.  
Bumps, paintlumps, everything is possible, as long as it arises from the act.  
At the end of this proces, the image is independant of the creator and the material.  
The final result seems to be a simple act which, on closer inspection, is far more layered and 
represents months of work.  
 

Text by Jochem Rotteveel 

 
 

The paintings by Reijgers show fields of color that have been built up by placing paint layers over 

each other after coating. In this method, the artist has exercised respect for the surface, for paint 

material, for color and for brush or roller in extreme control. By giving the paint layers a certain 

drying time, he can manipulate the way in which they react to the next layer. In this way, the skin of 

the painting arises in a controlled process, as if the painting were an organism in growth. The front 

view of the canvas shows this stratification by the play of light on the almost mobile colors; Paint 

points and balls that create this color and light show are created by the regularly broken paint 

surface. At the same time, this depth is present because the different layers are still visible at the 

edges and at the sides of the canvas. 

The process of painting is a conscious surrender to time and action for the artist. Respect for the way 

the material responds to this leads to structures that arise from the relationship they have with each 

other. And from this process of becoming, the painting is created as an autonomous item. Sander 

Reijgers sees this method and the surrender to this as an opposition to the speed and volatile result 

orientation of today's society. 

The time needed to come to a good painting - and that can be years - requires control and silence. 

The artist's temperament has been tempered and curbed and a painter has been born in the true 

sense of the word. 

Text by MPV Gallery 
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